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Comments I have been informed by Standen Residents that there are plans for 35 HGVs a day to come from
Standen to Saint Hill Green and turn onto St Hill Road. I checked to see if it was April 1st because I
cannot believe that there would ever be plans to let HGVs use that section of the West Hoathly Road.
We occasionally see big HGVs and they often get stuck because at the narrowest point there is only
really enough space for one car and when on the occasion there have been the big vehicles there has
often been difficulties with cars having to back down an already dangerous part of the road. The road
was initially built for pony and traps and even cars find it difficult to drive through without pranging
their vehicles. When we drive out from our property we cannot see round the corner and we do not
need it to be more dangerous and difficult. This will be the same for our neighbours at No 3 and across
the road No. 1 and 1a. Saint Hill Green is a beautiful area with houses not having changed from early
Victorian times. This area should be preserved and not be under threat of unsuitable vehicles using the
road. It is an area of National Outstanding Beauty please don't defile this area and have noisy HGV's
turning around our lovely Green. There will also be pollution from the vehicles as they will have to
break and go slow to get round the Green it will definitely have an effect on the quality of air. I ask and
beg you not to allow this ludicrous plan to go ahead.
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